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Meet SSAB at Bauma 2013
Join us at Bauma, Hall A6 Stand 423. Meet our team of experts and
listen to SSABs Steel Talks about upgraded materials and services.
SSAB is a global leader in High Strength Steel with a strong focus on design,
innovation, material and steel technology. We work in close cooperation with our
customers to find the best solutions.
IT’S EASY TO UPGRADE - A combination of steel, people and knowledge.
Listen to our experts talk about how customers benefit from SSABs upgrades,
knowledge and design with new models and materials.
Learn more about SSABs High Strength Steels new products and services like
Shape. We are also going to talk about SSABs worlds widest product range for wear
plate like Hardox from XS-XL, 0.7-160 mm and Domex, one of our construction
steels now with a product range from 240- 1100 MPa.
– We are excited about new business opportunities when it comes to upgrading to
high strength steels. A big part of being at the fair is also to meet our existing
customers to discuss how we can help them even more when it comes to upgrading
potentials, says Magnus Hasselgren sales director Western Europe.
Our test panels is going to be equipped with iPads showing different products to the
end user in a product catalogue together with sample of real product samples. We
are also going to talk about SSABs new service, SSAB Wear Solutions, where we
act as a partner to help costumers analyze, manufacture and installing SSABs steel
products. Let us see how you can upgrade your design and material to maximize
your wear solution.
SSAB APP
Stay upgraded with our app. Learn more about our products, data sheets, events
and bending force calculator. It also contains stock information in EMEA for Hardox
and Toolox products, bar code scanner to identify our material, making estimates on
production savings in the welding process with WeldSaveCalc and improved
functionality.
SSAB Steel Talks
Date: April 15-19
Time: 11:00, 14:00 and 16:00
Place: Hall A6, Stand 423
For more information please contact:
Magnus Hasselgren, Sales Director, Western Europe, +46 70 550 19 93
Anke Meyer, Manager Marketing SSAB EMEA, +49 172 424 43 09
SSAB is a global leader in value added, high strength steel. SSAB offers products
developed in close cooperation with its customers to create a stronger, lighter and
more sustainable world. SSAB has employees in over 45 countries and operates
production facilities in Sweden and the US. SSAB is listed on the NASDAQ OMX
Nordic Exchange, Stockholm. www.ssab.com.
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